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Had Europeans realized, when immigration from Turkey, Morocco,
Algeria, and elsewhere began in the 1950s and 1960s, that there would be
thousands of mosques across Europe half a century later, they would
never have permitted it.
Christopher Caldwell
I believe that adulterers should be stoned to death. I believe that we
should cut the hands off of thieves. I believe the Sharia should be
implemented in Denmark. Maybe we should change the Christiansborg
Palace [the Danish Parliament building] to Muslimsborg to have the flag
of Islam flying over the parliament in Denmark. I think this would be very
nice.
Anjem Choudary, radical imam in Britain

Invoking history is fashionable these days in Europe. That is fine. The only
problem though is that this invoking the past is done in the wrong context and
for the wrong reasons.
From Mrs. Merkel’s standpoint, for example, history is (or, was until her recent
electoral fiasco) the justification for allowing Moslem illegal immigration to
breach borders and invade Europe’s heart in the summer of 2015.
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From the standpoint of left-wing liberalism, the history of Islam as a mortal
threat against the Christian West does not exist.
From the standpoint of those who have dedicated a lifetime to entrenching
political correctness and multi-culti “inclusiveness,” not to mention “diversity is
our strength,” as the prime progressive measures of European societies in the
postwar years, Moslem “moderates,” their laughable theory insists, comprise the
guarantee of a peaceful Islamic future in European countries with thousands of
mosques, and as many radical imams, populating the land.
Those who see the history of Islam and the West through different (read:
pragmatic) lenses do not fare well. They are routinely demonized as racist. They
are pronounced bigots. They are accused of fomenting “ethnic wars.” Their
careers suffer terribly or are destroyed forever.
And then the warnings of these incorrigible “haters” turn out to be almost
moderate in the face of extreme Islamic terrorism and its crimes against
humanity.
Brussels March 2016 goes down in this history of moral cowardice and suicidal
tendencies as yet another escalation of the Islamic war on Europe—a Europe
that is nervous, divided, undecided, anxious and fracturing fast as successive,
pleasing illusions shatter into a thousand pieces in airports, on trains and
subways, in the streets and in cafes but, also, in summit meetings, “friendship
offensives,” and pathetic efforts to appease a whole religious world motivated
by holy wrath against decadent, infidel societies, which must be eliminated to
please a god.
The arrest of Salah Abdeslam, chief organizer of the November 2015 Paris
attacks that killed 130 people and wounded scores, intelligence services feared,
would trigger action from other Moslem terrorist cells. They were right.
Every such outrage causes more frantic government action, more emergency
meetings, more troops in the streets, more police at the “open” borders, and
more hand wringing at the “fracturing” of “multicultural peace.”
But, still, the core of the problem remains untouched as fearful, appeasing
politicians retreat and a restive, fearful public opinion is chastised for being
“intolerant.”
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Europe refuses to look the threat in the eye and recognize that what took
centuries of violence and bloodletting to stop has re-emerged with terrorist
passion and endangers the very fabric of Western democracies.
No doubt, a true call to arms against Moslem terror would be dismissed by
the “humanists” and the “cool-headed” all across the continent as fear
mongering, racist “lust,” a return to the days of Adolf Hitler, and so much more.
Their case though is fraying fast. And the one certain outcome of this
disintegration of their illusionary universe will be the intensification of their
feckless “peace offensive” to build “bridges” with communities that remain
barricaded and separate from their host societies and leave no opportunity
unexploited to help the “martyrs” cause mayhem and destruction upon the
infidel.
Where does Greece stand in all of this?
Greece, with the help of Islamic Turkey and the terrified, sweaty-palmed
European governments begging the Ankara to help in stemming the flood of
Moslem illegals, is being methodically colonized by “irregular migrants” and
“refugees,” all of them Moslem.
The country is already hosting over 50,000 such unwanted by the rest of
Europe. By the end of this coming summer, this number could be as high as
200,000, if the current rate of illegal entries holds fast. If it increases, sky’s the
limit.
A laughingstock of an “agreement” with Turkey guarantees increasing waves of
people desperate to advance on the European more prosperous core but
prevented of doing so and left corralled inside Greece. No amount of
hypocritical “negotiation” and cosmetic tweaking in the ludicrous pantomime
with Ankara will change this.
For the time being, Turkey has the European dis-Union exactly where it wants
it: cowering and pleading and willing to lift visa restrictions that will allow
close to 80 million (Moslem) Turks to enjoy unencumbered access to Europe.
Meantime, and unbeknownst to the majority of Greeks, their country is now a
member of the exclusive club of European lands most menaced by Islamic
terrorism. The reasons why are not difficult to see:
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1. The Athens government is by ideology, custom, practice, personal
idiosyncrasies, and political tradition unable to plot an effective security
strategy and pursue it with all possible speed.
2. SYRIZA’s street-level anarchist heritage is fundamentally opposed to
protecting the despised “bourgeois state,” especially against “oppressed
minorities.”
3. Greek leftism, with its virulent opposition to “clericalism,” “obsolete
values,” non-moron education, and inherent irrationality on everything,
from the laws of the universe to the price of a bus ticket, is the perfect
vehicle for outside “martyrs” to use as a springboard.
4. Caught unprepared (as always) Greece finds herself the sinkhole for
Moslem populations nobody wants in Europe; claimed European
“assistance” is a succor lollipop offered to the unlucky Greeks, who will
now need to run many “Ellis islands” (report in Greek) across their
country, but without any open space beyond the Greek frontier to transfer
the arriving angry multitudes for permanent settlement.
5. Already, the “irregulars” show restlessness at the prospect of being
isolated inside a collapsing country. Fights among them have broken out,
with token Greek “security” presence unable to do anything drastic lest
“human rights” are violated. It is conceivable that, tomorrow, they will
also vent outside their groups, with Greek “security” presence the most
obvious, immediate target.
6. Greek government ministers continue in their dangerous dream world that
sees a deadly crisis as a game of Monopoly on live television. They wax
poetic on the need for “peaceful solutions” and devote rants to the reasons
the Greek state cannot oblige “refugees” to move, if need forcibly, to
guarded facilities for fear of resurrecting the “concentration camp.”
7. Turkey has obtained the perfect opportunity to plant convenient radical
“helpers” inside Greece to be available for any future cultural and
religious exchanges in the form of subversive and separatist action,
especially in Thrace.
8. European pressure to accommodate Islam as an integral part of Greece
will increase exponentially in the effort to transform the country into a
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permanent holding pen for the “irregulars” without any further plan to
change this status in the future.
9. Greek political divisions will deepen and the general dysfunction of what
is left of public administration will advance another critical notch.
10.Ultimately, Greek national security, already frail, will move to the status
of mere symbolism, irrespective of whether the European dis-Union
collapses or not, leaving the country open, exposed, and undefended
against the tide from the East.
Overall, European reaction to this latest Islamic terror outrage displays the
standard features of European dis-Union watery practice: a flurry of
announcements, statements, expressions of sorrow, waves of spokesperson press
conferences declaring “unity” and solidarity” in the face of terror, and reports
about how high and low bureaucrats, dispersed across European capitals, remain
“alert” and “in conference,” but without any visible sign of generalized
mobilization to pursue, discover, and neutralize other potential attackers before
it is too late.
Unless Europe decides that, indeed, we are at war, there is little hope of doing
anything practicable and effective against the threat.
Multi-culti “humanitarianism” has run its course with disastrous effect. Waiting
for the other boot to drop would be the point of no return.
Does Europe have the guts?
PS: Israel, the pariah nation in the eyes of all of Europe, must be watching this
unfolding disaster with a justified we-told-you-so attitude.
PS1: There is a lot to learn from Israel provided a sense of self-preservation and
survival takes firm hold. Will Europe, and Greece, in particular, recognize this?
The answer is: most unlikely under the present conditions of stultifying cultural
insanity, rampant “diversity” indoctrination, appeasing Islam, and “progressive”
domination. Expect the worst.
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